A UNIQUE STORY HIDES
BEHIND EVERY TREASURE

WONDER. DECEPTION. HISTORY.
THIS IS WHAT MAKES A VISIT TO THESE MUSEUMS IN
DIEVER AND VLEDDER SO SPECIAL. ALSO FOR CHILDREN!

DISCOVER THE TREASURE CHAMBERS OF
SOUTHWEST DRENTHE: TOGETHER AND UNIQUE
Southwest Drenthe is a wonderful place for a holiday. Here, you
will find the unique combination of nature, culture and history.
Also unique are the three museums:
Miramar Zeemuseum
Museum Valse Kunst
OERmuseum
Together, the ‘Treasure Chambers of Southwest Drenthe’.

BEHOLD THE SEA IN MIRAMAR ZEEMUSEUM
Discover the lifework of the eccentric Miss Warners. During her many world travels, she
collected various (sea) treasures. Experience the consequences of global pollution of the
seas and oceans in the impressive exposition ‘Plastic soup’.
www.miramar-zeemuseum.nl

EXPERIENCE PREHISTORY IN THE OERMUSEUM
Stand eye to eye with an impressive mammoth. Go on an expedition through various eras,
from the last ice age and the Neanderthals to the Bronze and Iron Age. Dioramas, videos
and interactive play elements provide an extra experience for young and old.
www.oermuseum.nl

MUSEUM VALSE KUNST: ART WITH A SMILE
Being conned when buying art. It could happen to anyone. What is real and
what is fake? Be amazed by the story behind it all. The museum also has
an international collection of glass art, a giftshop and multiple exhibitions. www.museumvalsekunst.art

Stuffed to the
brim with special
treasures
On each of her journeys
Jeanne Warners (1899 –
1986), a ‘blue lady with a fascination for the sea’ left with
two empty trunks to beautiful destinations; by the
time she returned
to Dutch soil,
these trunks were stuffed to the brim with special treasures. The
maritime-biological and cultural-historical objects that she collected
during her travels in over 80 countries are on display for you to admire
in her Wunderkammer or cabinet of curiosities. In her reconstructed study,
you will find her trunk, typewriter, pith helmet and other personal belongings�
as if she just returned from one of her journeys.
Plastic soup: ‘the sea
creatures are fed up
with it’
Every year, over eight million tonnes of
plastic waste ends up in the sea. In the
impressive exhibition ‘Plastic Soup’,
Miramar takes a look at the global
pollution of seas and oceans. Experience the dramatic consequences of
plastic waste for people, animals and
the environment.

What can you do to reduce your plastic
footprint? The exhibition is a collaboration
with the Plastic Soup Foundation.

Expedition
through the
various eras
As soon as you enter the
characteristic
Schultehuis in Diever, you
stand eye to eye with
an impressive mammoth and her cub.
A reference to the
distant past when
the mammoth lived
in this area, as the discovery of bone remains have proven. Once inside, you go on an
expedition through the various eras, from the last ice age and the Neanderthals to the
Bronze and Iron Ages. Many of the archaeological finds were found locally and show
how people used to live and work in our primordial province. Dioramas, videos and interactive play elements make it a true experience for young and old.

What is archaeology and what does
an archaeologist do? Which modern
techniques do they use and how
should you interpret archaeological
findings? Literally underground, in
the cold basement, you experience
the work of an archaeologist.

Kid detectives
Investigating in prehistoric times. Dress up as
reindeer hunter, build a dolmen, act out an excavation and find out how a prehistoric bronze
oven works. Or go on a scavenger hunt through
the museum. From the age of 12 and up, you can
join the Prehistoric Hike to the dolmen.

What is real
and
what is fake?

The works from famous artists such as Appel, Picasso,
Dalí, Matisse and Rodin are more often forged than you
might think. The former town hall of Vledder is full of forgeries. What motivates master forgers such as Han van Meegeren of
Geert Jan Jansen to forge a painting? We tell you the story
during the free tour in this museum of fake art, which is
unique in the world. The museum also has an international collection of glass art.
In the children’s workshop
children (4-12 years) can
make their own artwork.
Materials are free to use,
and you can take the artwork home. For the
detectives, we also
offer a scavenger
hunt through the
museum.

Visit our exhibits
There are many exhibits in the museum.
See our website to learn which exhibits are open now.

TREASURE CHAMBERS
OF SOUTHWEST DRENTHE
The sea museum is entirely accessible for wheelchair users and
has a WC suitable for the handicapped.
Vledderweg 25, 8381 AB Vledder
0521 38 13 00
Check the website for the exact opening hours and prices of admission.

www.miramar-zeemuseum.nl

Brink 7, 7981 BZ Diever
0521 57 14 12
Check the website for the exact opening hours and prices of admission.

www.oermuseum.nl

Brink 1, 8381 BE Vledder
0521 38 33 52
Check the website for the exact opening hours and prices of admission.

www.museumvalsekunst.art

WWW.DESCHATKAMERS.NL
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